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Motivation hg

To deepen our knowledge of computer networks, especially about
wireless networks, and to learn more about protocols which get the
Internet running,

and also to get presentation experiences.
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Dates:
Presentation of topics: 20.4.2020 (online)
Presentation training: 27.04.2020 (online, Petra Vogel)
Presentations: Thurday 11.6.2020, 18.6.2020, und 25.6.2020,
and as a block course in September (Friday 11.9.2020 and
Tuesday 15.9.2020)

Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Bettina Schnor, schnor@cs.uni-potsdam.de

More Infos, News and FAQ: Website

In case you have problems to access some of the literature, contact
me!
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https://www.cs.uni-potsdam.de/bs/teaching/docs/courses/ss2020/scn/


Requirements

Deliver the presentation draft at least 2 weeks before the
presentation per email
Make an appointment for discussion at least 2 weeks before
presentation
Successful presentation: max. 45 min. incl. Code-Review + 15
min. Discussion,
The code review is optional and depends on the topic.
Handout/Glossary is necessary: 1 DIN A4 page
Deliver the documentation prepared in LaTeX within 1 week
after the presentation. (PDF and double-sided printed)
Participation at the presentations is mandatory!
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Grade
The grade is composed as follows:

10% presentation draft
30% presentation content (including Handout)
30% successful presentation (style)
30% documentation/seminar paper

The student seminar papers will be collected by Alexandra Roy
(roy@cs.uni-potsdam.de) and the collection (Seminarband) will be
electronically distributed to the participants only.
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Handout: The handout shall be interesting for the other
participants. It should include the most important and useful
sources (books, papers, websites). If you put figures on the
handout, don’t forget to cite the source. (The same applies for your
slides.)

Therefore, the handout includes:
the name of the presenter,
the source of re-used tables or figures,
recommended sources for further reading,
a summary/conclusion of your talk: This is the take-away of
your talk!
...
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How to apply for a topic?

1 Send an email with your favorite topic and one alternative
until 7th of May! State your preference for the presentation
date: June or September!

2 I will do my best (aka FIFO) and will send an email with the
final mapping until 11th of May.
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This course is open for bachelor and master students.

The seminar discusses communication protocols and networks
and related security aspects. No previous knowledge is required
for the course.
The course is suited for bachelor and master students.
Topic 1, 2, 6 and 7 are recommended for bachelor students.
The course language is English. Bachelor students may give
their talk in German.
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Before you start with the preparation of your talk, have a look on:
S. Keshav, How to Read a Paper. - The Three-Pass Approach.
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http://ccr.sigcomm.org/online/files/p83-keshavA.pdf


Topics hg

The wireless session
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1. Topic: Wireless Communication: WLAN and WPA2 (IEEE
802.11 and IEEE 802.11i)

KR00K - CVE-2019-15126 SERIOUS VULNERABILITY DEEP INSIDE YOUR WI-FI ENCRYPTION5 TLP: WHITE

ATTACK VECTORS: EXPLOITING THE VULNERABILITY
Since Kr00k (encryption with an all-zero TK) manifests itself following a disassociation, an adversary 
can exploit this by manually triggering disassociations – as opposed to the disassociations that occur 
naturally .

This is possible, because a disassociation can be triggered by a management data frame that’s 
unauthenticated and unencrypted . There are possibly even other methods or events that can cause 
a disassociation (e .g . transmitting malcrafted packets, EAPOLs, etc .) – and/or to trigger Kr00k .

Unauthorized reading - decryption of data
As explained in the previous section, after a disassociation occurs, data from the chip’s Tx buffer will be 
transmitted encrypted with the all-zero TK . These data frames can be captured by an adversary and 
subsequently decrypted . This data can contain several kilobytes of potentially sensitive information .

This is possible even if the attacker is not connected (authenticated and associated) to the WLAN 
(e .g . doesn’t know the PSK) – by using a WNIC in monitor mode – which is what would make Kr00k 
advantageous for the attackers, compared to some other attack techniques used against Wi-Fi security .

By repeatedly triggering disassociations (effectively causing reassociations, as the session will usually 
reconnect), the attacker can capture more data frames .

Figure 2 // An active attacker can trigger disassociations to capture and decrypt data
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Quelle: Kr00k White Paper

Medium Access Control Protocol (MAC)
Frame format
Fokus on: 802.11i standard WPA2 (Wi-Fi Protected
Access)
Security concerns: Hole196, KRACK, Kr00k
(CVE-2019-15126) and Co.
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https://www.heise.de/security/meldung/WLAN-Luecke-Kr00k-Sicherheitsforschern-zufolge-1-Milliarde-Geraete-gefaehrdet-4669083.html


Source:

James Kurose, Keith Ross: Computer Networking, Peason, 7th Edition, 2017, Chapter 7.3

Claudia Eckert: IT-Sicherheit: Konzepte - Verfahren - Protokolle, Chapter 15 (in German)
(the edition from 2013 is online available at UP library)

Sheila Frankel, Bernard Eydt, Les Owens and Karen Scarfone: Establishing Wireless Robust
Security Networks: A Guide to IEEE 802.11i, NIST Standard SP 800-97, 2007.

ESET White paper: Kr00k - CVE-2019-15126 - Serious Vulnerability deep inside your Wi-Fi
Encryption
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https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-97/final
https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-97/final
https://www.welivesecurity.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/ESET_Kr00k.pdf
https://www.welivesecurity.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/ESET_Kr00k.pdf


2. Topic: Wireless Communication: Bluetooth - The
architecture and protocol stack

Quelle: Wikipedia

Link Manager protocol (LMP)
Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP)
MAC and Logical Link Control
Packet format
Service Discovery Protocol (SDP)
Bluetooth application architecture: Bluetooth profiles, Generic
Attribute Profile (GATT)
improvements in Bluetooth 5.1 and 5.2 (2019)
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Source:

Bluetooth Core Specification Version 5.2, 31.12.2019, (3256 pages)

Claudia Eckert: IT-Sicherheit: Konzepte - Verfahren - Protokolle, Chapter 15 (in German)
(the edition from 2013 is online available at UP library)

Instead of a source code review give a feedback for the specification:

readability
clarity
ready to implement after reading?
Show us an example from the specification!
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https://www.bluetooth.com/specifications/bluetooth-core-specification/


3. Topic: Wireless Communication: Bluetooth - Security

Quelle: www.researchgate.net

Security Manager
encryption (SAFER+ algorithm), authentication, key
management
protocol Data Units (PDUs) for security
security concerns: Bluejacking and more

Source:
Bluetooth Core Specification Version 5.2, 31.12.2019, (3256 pages)
Claudia Eckert: IT-Sicherheit: Konzepte - Verfahren - Protokolle, Chapter 15 (in German)
(the edition from 2013 is online available at UP library)
Wikipedia: History of security concerns
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https://www.bluetooth.com/specifications/bluetooth-core-specification/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bluetooth


Instead of a source code review give a feedback for the specification
regarding the security aspects!
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4. Topic: Mobile Communication: 4G Broadband Cellular
Networks: Long Term Evolution (LTE) and the IMP4GT
attacks

1 System Architecture Evolution SAE/LTE (aka Evolved Packet
System): Key management, encryption, authentication, key
hierarchy

2 The IMP4GT attacks

attack parts. The unreachable reflection is often limited in rate
and size (cf. Section IV), but it does not rely on a checksum
for the correctness of the unsupported transport protocol. On
the other side, the ping reflection is not limited in rate and
size, but the echo request has its own ICMP checksum that is
checked by the operating system.

2) Limitations: The rate and size limitation of the unreach-
able reflection affects the attack performance and its use should
be minimized as far as possible. However, it fits the situation
in which the payload is unknown to the attacker and the inner
checksum cannot be computed. In contrast, the ping reflection
does not impair the attack performance, but is only suitable
for situations in which the payload is known, i. e., the correct
ICMP checksum can be computed. Consequently, we use the
unreachable reflection for conditions where the payload is not
known (decryption) and use the ping reflection in cases of
known plaintext (encryption).

III. IMP4GT ATTACKS

The lack of integrity protection for user data allows to
deterministically manipulate and redirect IP packets sent in
uplink and downlink direction—this is how far the ALTER
attack goes [40]. However, we can go further and exploit
the missing integrity protection to establish an encryption and
decryption oracle that allows to inject arbitrary packets and
access the payload of existing packets. We achieve this through
a cross-layer attack that takes the default IP stack behavior of
mobile operating system further into account. In the end, the
combination of both attack vectors allows us to perform a full
impersonation towards the UE and the network.

In the following, we first explain the general concept of
IMP4GT and then dive into more detail to document the
preparation phase and the different attack phases of an uplink
and downlink impersonation.

A. Attack Concept

For extending the ALTER attack to a full impersonation,
we depend on the ability to encrypt and decrypt packets in
uplink and downlink direction. Therefore, the construction of
a cryptographic oracle is a core requirement for the IMP4GT
attacks. We now provide an overview of the different phases
of the attack procedure, document the steps of the oracle
construction, and define the attacker model.

1) Phases: As a preliminary step, we first pass through a
preparation phase which is followed by the actual attack phase
(cf. Figure 3). The preparation phase aims to retrieve internal
information of the victim’s UE and to establish a connection to
a plaintext generation server. In the attack phase, two variants
of the impersonation attack can be conducted. The uplink
impersonation allows an attacker to establish an arbitrary IP
connection towards the Internet, e. g., a TCP connection to an
HTTP server. With the downlink variant, the attacker can build
a TCP connection to the UE.

Note that while the general attack procedure is rather
simple, the notation of different traffic directions, encryption,
and decryption in the following paragraphs can sometimes get
a bit confusing. Hence we first provide an overview of the
abstract idea before diving into details. Both attacks variants

Preparation Phase

Attack Phase

Uplink Imp4Gt Downlink Imp4Gt

Retrieve Internal
InformationA

Plaintext Server
Connection
Establishment

B

DL Decryption

DL Decryption
UL Encryption

UL Encryption
UL Decryption

UL Decryption
DL Encryption

DL Encryption

Fig. 3. IMP4GT attack concept. The preparation phase consists of two
preliminary steps to A© derive internal information from the UE and to B©
establish a connection with the plaintext server. After the preparation, either
an uplink or a downlink impersonation can be performed.

require to encrypt and decrypt packets for bidirectional com-
munication: for the uplink impersonation, uplink packets need
to be encrypted, and downlink packets need to be decrypted,
whereas the downlink impersonation requires downlink packet
encryption and uplink packet decryption. In both cases, the
encryption and decryption is achieved by an oracle.

2) Oracle Construction: In the following, we describe the
abstract idea of the (a) encryption and (b) decryption oracle.
For the sake of abstraction, we use the term system as a
combination of LTE network entities. The realization of the
oracles and the entities exploited are specific for the different
attack variants described later in more detail.

(A) Encryption Oracle. The goal of an encryption oracle is
to learn the keystream of a connection, which later allows to
encrypt and inject arbitrary packets. Figure 4 depicts the en-
cryption oracle for the IMP4GT attack. For encrypting a target
plaintext, the oracle injects a known plaintext to the system 1©.
The system encrypts the packet by xor-ing the known-plaintext
with a valid keystream for transmission, which is returned to
the oracle 2©. Now, the oracle can extract the valid keystream
by xor-ing the known-plaintext on the encrypted packet. Any
arbitrary payload can now be encrypted by xor-ing the target
plaintext and the keystream 3©.

(B) Decryption Oracle. The goal of a decryption oracle is
to decrypt and access the payload of an encrypted packet 1©.
The high-level concept of the decryption oracle is depicted in
Figure 5. To achieve the decryption of a packet, the oracle
manipulates the to-be-decrypted ciphertext and sends it to the
system 2©. The system decrypts the packet and subsequently
sends it back to oracle 3©. This way, we can receive the
plaintext of encrypted packets.

Both oracles vary in their implementation, i. e., in the
used entities as system and mechanisms for the uplink and
downlink impersonation. We document the technical details of
the system, along with the exploited protocol properties, in the
following.

3) Attacker Model: We consider an active attacker that has
radio capabilities with full protocol knowledge, but does not

4

Quelle: Rupprecht et al.
Source:

James Kurose, Keith Ross: Computer Networking, Peason, 7th Edition, 2017, Chapter 7.4
Claudia Eckert: IT-Sicherheit: Konzepte - Verfahren - Protokolle, Chapter 15.3 (in German)
(the edition from 2013 is online available at UP library)
3GPP System Architecture Evolution (SAE): Security Architecture (Release 16, 33401-g20.zip),
David Rupprecht et al.: IMP4GT: IMPersonation Attacks in 4G NeTworks, Network and
Distributed Systems Security (NDSS) Symposium 2020
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https://www.3gpp.org/ftp/Specs/archive/33_series/33.401/
https://www.infsec.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/media/emma/veroeffentlichungen/2020/02/17/IMP4GT-NDSS20.pdf
https://www.infsec.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/media/emma/veroeffentlichungen/2020/02/17/IMP4GT-NDSS20.pdf


5. Topic: Security Aspects of 5G

passed to the vertical’s DN, which hosts application servers 
required for the tenant’s I 4.0 applications. The network and the 
mobile devices are solely managed by the vertical. The vertical 
would either have to use unlicensed spectrum or lease dedicated 
or shared spectrum from an MNO for geographically confined 
(on-site) use. Spectrum bands dedicated to special services, e.g. 
I 4.0, could be a further solution. 

By operating such a private network, an industry vertical 
clearly can achieve optimal isolation. It may still not be perfect, 
because the radio interface, even when used indoors, may still 
allow external attackers to capture and analyze radio traffic and 
gain some (limited) insight into the private network by this. Note 
that this is not 5G-radio-specific, but inherently applies also to 
other (e.g. proprietary) radio access technologies.  

It should be noted that the vertical in this setup still needs to 
trust other parties, for example the vendor of the network 
equipment and software, and the service personnel that sets up 
and operates the private network (if these tasks are not done by 
the vertical’s own personnel). 

B. On-site Private 5G Network and Off-site Roaming in a 
Public Network 

In the example above, many of the tenant’s mobile devices 
may never leave the most sensitive area, i.e. the factory site, but 
there may be others that need connectivity also outside the 
restricted coverage of the private network. For this, the vertical 
may “fall back” to use the service of an MNO, given solutions 
exist that guarantee a high degree of isolation against the MNO. 

For off-site coverage, a roaming agreement may be 
established between the vertical and the MNO that allows the 
vertical’s mobile devices to use the public network. When one 
of the vertical’s mobile devices attaches to the public network, 
it provides information that indicates that the mobile belongs to 
the vertical. Assuming the authentication procedure EPS AKA 
as used in 4G mobile networks (see [9]), the public network (as 
the “serving network”) then authenticates the mobile device 
based on information that it retrieves from the vertical’s private 
network (as the “home network”), and in case of success 
authorizes the mobile to use the public network. Traffic can 
subsequently be protected by a key derived during authent-
ication, but according to the EPS AKA procedure, this is a key 
shared between the mobile device and the public network, 
meaning it cannot isolate the traffic against the MNO. The 

vertical operating the private network would need to apply OTT 
security as discussed in Section IV to achieve traffic protection 
against the MNO. 

In 3GPP specified 5G networks, a new, EAP-based (see 
[10]) authentication method will be introduced, as described in 
[11]. Applied to the scenario discussed here, authentication is 
done between the vertical’s mobile device and the AUSF 
(Authentication Server Function) in the private network. This 
leads to keys shared between the AUSF and the mobile device. 
According to [11], one of these keys is passed on towards the 
AMF (Access and Mobility Management Function) in the public 
network as a basis for establishing security between the mobile 
device and the public network. Another key agreed with the 
mobile during the same EAP run can however be retained by the 
private network and can be used to establish user plane security 
between mobile device and private network. This procedure is 
visualized in Fig. 1. 

Compared with OTT security as discussed in Section IV this 
approach has several advantages: 

• The vertical’s mobile devices do not need additional identities 
and credentials for the public network, but are solely managed 
by the vertical. 

• A single authentication run is sufficient to establish a key 
between mobile device and public network and a key between 
mobile device and private network. 

It can be noted that this model does not necessarily require 
tenant-specific slices in the public network, but could also work 
with a network that only provides one slice per service type (e.g. 
eMBB and I 4.0). Clearly, the I 4.0 slice in the public network 
must be suitably engineered by the MNO to be able to provide 
the service as agreed upon in SLAs between MNO and possibly 
many verticals. Usage of per-tenant slices based on a slicing 
mechanism that automates slice lifecycle management may 
however facilitate providing such services with a high level of 
SLA-compliance at a large scale. 

In case a tenant-specific slice is used in the public network, 
this roaming model fits to a setup where common control 
functions are used in the core. When a mobile device attaches to 
the network, it is authenticated via a common AMF, and in case 
of success the mobile is authorized to use the tenant’s slice, 
which is composed of further slice-specific control functions, 
e.g. a session management function (SMF), and a fully slice-

 
Fig. 1. Roaming Approach for Networks Built on Both Private and Public Network Infrastructure 

2018 IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking Conference (WCNC)

Quelle: Schneider et al.

Overview, Comparison with LTE
Slice Isolation for Highly Sensitive Third-Party Services (see
Schneider et al.)

Source:

5G PPP Phase 1 Security Landscape, June 2017

Xiaowei Zhang, Andreas Kunz: Overview of 5G security in 3GPP, IEEE Conference on Standards
for Communications & Networking, 2017.
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https://5g-ppp.eu/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/5G-PPP_White-Paper_Phase-1-Security-Landscape_June-2017.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/319527681_Overview_of_5G_security_in_3GPP
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/319527681_Overview_of_5G_security_in_3GPP


Peter Schneider et al.: Providing Strong 5G Mobile Network Slice Isolation for Highly Sensitive
Third-Party Services, IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking Conference (WCNC),
2018.

Fabrizio Granelli: Tutorial: Softwarization Concepts and Practice in 5G Communication Systems
and Beyond, slides, 5G Summit, Dresden 2019.

Jin Cao et al.: A Survey on Security Aspects for 3GPP 5G Networks, IEEE Communications
Surveys & Tutorials. vol.22, no.1, pp. 170-195, 2020

Ijaz Ahmad et al.: Overview of 5G Security Challenges and Solutions, IEEE Communications
Standards Magazine, vol. 2, no. 1, pp. 36-43, MARCH 2018.

Recent evaluation: Generationenkonflikt: Was 5G in Smartphones bringt, c’t 9/2020 (in German)
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https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8377166
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8377166
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8377166
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8334918
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8334918
https://www.heise.de/select/ct/2020/9/2002115484447452773


6. Topic: Data over Sound - Übertragung per Ultraschall

Quelle: https://www.eetimes.com/data-over-sound-encryption-is-key/

Fundamental concepts
application areas within the Internet of Things
Privacy Threats
The SoniControl-Firewall

Source:
Matthias Zeppelzauer: Data over Sound, <KES> - Die Zeitschrift für Informations-Sicherheit,
35. Jahrgang, Nr. 4, 2019. (in German)
Daniel Arp et al.: Privacy Threats through Ultrasonic Side Channels on Mobile Devices,
Proceedings of the 2nd IEEE European Symposium on Security and Privacy (EuroS&P), 2017.
Kobus Marneweck et al.: Why data-over-sound is an integral part of any IoT engineer’s toolbox,
White Paper, March 2019.
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https://www.eetimes.com/data-over-sound-encryption-is-key/
https://www.sec.cs.tu-bs.de/pubs/2017a-eurosp.pdf
https://www.sec.cs.tu-bs.de/pubs/2017a-eurosp.pdf
https://pages.arm.com/data-over-sound.html
https://pages.arm.com/data-over-sound.html


The IPv6 Sesion

Quelle: Google
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7. Topic: (Secure) IPv6

IPv6: differences compared to IPv4
ICMPv6,
AH, ESP
IPv6 Programming
new protocols, new threats?

Source:

Rick Graziani: IPv6 Fundamentals: A Straightforward Approach to Understanding IPv6, 2nd
Edition, CISCO Press, 2017 (eBook, ordered)

Christian Frieben: IPv6 im Wandel - Analyse der IPv6-Standardisierung unter
Sicherheitsaspekten, Masterarbeit (Lehramt), Uni Potsdam, 2014. (in German)

Florian Seele: IPv6 Flow Label: Neue Möglichkeiten für Lastverteilung in Netzwerken,
Masterarbeit, Uni Potsdam, 2015. (in German)

Lots of RFCs!

Jörg Zinke: Portierung von Anwendungen nach IPv6, Uni Potsdam, 2008 (Slides in German with
additional references)

Frank Herberg: IPv6 Security (slides), 30th Annual FIRST Conference, Kuala Lumpur, 2018
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https://www.idsv6.de/Downloads/2008_Zinke_Portierung-Anwendungen-IPv6.pdf
https://www.idsv6.de/Downloads/2008_Zinke_Portierung-Anwendungen-IPv6.pdf
https://www.first.org/resources/papers/conf2018/Herberg-Frank_FIRST_20180624.pdf


8. Topic: Secure IPv6: The idsv6 Benchmark

How to defend an IPv6 network?

van Hauser: The Hacker’s Choice THC-IPv6 Attack Tool 3.6
THC-IPv6 is a toolkit that attacks the inherent protocol
weaknesses of IPv6 and ICMP6 and it includes an easy to use
packet factory library.
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)
The idsv6 Benchmark for Intrusion Detection Systems
optional experiment: Benchmark of Suricata (Stable) version
5.0.2; released February 13, 2020. The SECRYPT-paper
evaluates Suricata 3.2.1.

Source:

Max Schrötter, Thomas Scheffler and Bettina Schnor: Evaluation of Intrusion Detection Systems
in IPv6 Networks, 16th International Conference on Security and Cryptography (SECRYPT),
2019

Max Schrötter: Entwurf und Implementierung einer IPv6 Erweiterung , Bachelorarbeit, Uni
Potsdam, 2018 (in German)

Tool IDSv6 in our Redmine
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https://packetstormsecurity.com/groups/thc/
http://insticc.org/node/TechnicalProgram/icete/presentationDetails/78401
http://insticc.org/node/TechnicalProgram/icete/presentationDetails/78401
https://redmine.cs.uni-potsdam.de/projects/pcap


9. Topic: Secure IPv6 with Hyhoneydv6
How to defend an IPv6 network?

The IPv6 honeypot Hyhoneydv6
Optional: 1-month Hyhoneydv6 experiment
What is an interesting set-up?
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Source:

Sven Schindler: Hyhoneydv6: A hybrid Honeypot Architecture for IPv6 Networks, International
Journal of Intelligent Computing Research (IJICR), 2015

Sven Schindler: Honeypot Architectures for IPv6 Networks, PhD Thesis, Uni Potsdam, 2016.

honeydv6 in our Redmine
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http://infonomics-society.ie/wp-content/uploads/ijicr/published-papers/volume-6-2015/Hyhoneydv6-A-hybrid-Honeypot-Architecture-for-IPv6-Networks.pdf
https://www.cs.uni-potsdam.de/bs/research/docs/thesis/2016/schindler.pdf
https://redmine.cs.uni-potsdam.de/projects/honeydv6


Miscellaneous
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10. Topic: C-Roads and C-ITS services
The German carmaking giant promised late Thursday that new
models of its Golf passenger car would be installed with
Wi-Fi-based hardware that allows cars to communicate with
road-based infrastructure and other similarly equipped vehicles,
calling it Car2X. (11’2019)
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C-Roads WG2 – Task Force 1 Security report 
 

 

Figure 1: C-Roads Interoperability Process 

 

1.4 Governance 

In C-Roads TF1, the classification and the definition of roles indicated in [3] has been adopted (see 
chapter 3), some more details about the essential roles are provided in [1]. 

There are central entities foreseen in CP and SP which are missing, in particular the following:  

- TLM – Trust List Manager 

- CPOC – C-ITS Point of Contact 

These will need tobe developed commonly with the European Commission based on ETSI TS 103 097 
1.3.1 and ETSI TS 102 941 1.2.1 

  

Reference: C-ROADS Draft Version 1.4
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C-ROADS: The platform of harmonized C-ITS deployment in
Europe

C-ITS:=

Cooperative ITS:= Cooperative Intelligent Transport
System

services: Emergency vehicle notification systems, Collision
avoidance systems, ...
CAM and DENM messages
Overview of European Security Mechanism

Source:

José Santa, Fernando Pereniguez-Garcia, Antonio Moragón, Antoni Skarmeta: Experimental
evaluation of CAM and DENM messaging services in vehicular communications, Journal
Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technologie, 2014.

C-ROADS documents, see for example the
C-ITS deployment and evaluation workshop November 2019

C-ROADS, Draft Report on European Security Mechanism, Version 1.4, Working Group 2, Task
Force 1 Report 25th January 2019

Volkswagen Golf supports Car2X via ITS-G5, but ..., 4.11.2019
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https://www.c-roads.eu/platform/documents.html
https://www.c-roads.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/media/Dokumente/20190125_TF1_Security_report_v1.4_final.pdf
https://www.c-roads.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/media/Dokumente/20190125_TF1_Security_report_v1.4_final.pdf
https://dynniq.com/volkswagen-chooses-its-g5-in-new-golf/
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C-ROADS, Draft Report on European Security Mechanism, Version 1.4, Working Group 2, Task
Force 1 Report 25th January 2019

Volkswagen Golf supports Car2X via ITS-G5, but ..., 4.11.2019
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https://www.c-roads.eu/platform/documents.html
https://www.c-roads.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/media/Dokumente/20190125_TF1_Security_report_v1.4_final.pdf
https://www.c-roads.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/media/Dokumente/20190125_TF1_Security_report_v1.4_final.pdf
https://dynniq.com/volkswagen-chooses-its-g5-in-new-golf/
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https://www.c-roads.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/media/Dokumente/20190125_TF1_Security_report_v1.4_final.pdf
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11. Topic: Tor for anonymous communication

im Menü über: 
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Source: Kohls et al.

Source:

Katharina Kohls et al.: On the Challenges of Gepgraphical Avoidance for Tor, Network and
Distributed System Security Symposium (NDSS 2019), San Diego, California, USA, February
2019, pdf + slides

31C3 Talk: Dr. Gareth Owen, 2014: Tor: Hidden Services and Deanonymisation

32C3 talk: Roger and asn, Tor onion services: more useful than you think, 2015
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https://www.infsec.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/forschung/veroeffentlichungen/TrilateraTor/
https://media.ccc.de/v/31c3_-_6112_-_en_-_saal_2_-_201412301715_-_tor_hidden_services_and_deanonymisation_-_dr_gareth_owen
https://media.ccc.de/v/32c3-7322-tor_onion_services_more_useful_than_you_think


12. Topic: RADIUS: The protocol behind Eduroam
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RADIUS Client/Server Software sogenann-

te „timeouts“ produzieren, die dazu füh-

ren, dass 802.1X-Anfragen nicht weiterge-

leitet werden. Dadurch kam es in manchen 

Einrichtungen zu Wartezeiten bei der Au-

thentifizierung der Nutzer. In den Jahren 

vor 2009 wurde ein neuer Standard, maß-

geblich durch eine Initiative von Stefan 

Winter (RESTENA) eingebracht, der dann 

2009 durch die IETF ratifiziert wurde. Der 

DFN-Verein hatte bereits 2007 damit be-

gonnen den neuen Standard im Dienst 

DFNRoaming/eduroam zu erproben. Im 

selben Jahr wurde eine „standalone“- 

Variante des RadSec Protokolls unter der 

Open-Source-Software radsecproxy veröf-

fentlicht. Der radsecproxy verbindet die 

beiden Welten „RADIUS over UDP“ mit 

„RADIUS over TCP“. Die RADIUS Hierarchie 

des Dienstes DFNRoaming/eduroam wur-

de um einen weiteren Baustein ergänzt. 

Der bisherige Föderations-RADIUS Client/

Server des DFN-Vereins wurde durch den 

radsecproxy Client/Server ausgetauscht. 

Einrichtungen konnten nun auf Wunsch 

eine abgesicherte TLS-Verbindung von ih-

rer Einrichtung bis hin zum Föderations-

RadSec Client/Server aufbauen. Viele Ad-

ministratoren begrüßten dieses Angebot, 

da es nun möglich war, den Instituts-RA-

DIUS Client/Server, der zum Teil über Ba-

ckend-Datenbanken den Zugriff auf per-

sonenbezogene Daten ermöglichte, bes-

ser zu schützen, indem der RADIUS Client/

Server aus der DM-Zone nach „innen“ ins 

Produktionsnetz gezogen wurde. Der rad-

secproxy wurde in die DM-Zone gestellt. 

Der Einsatz des radsecproxys war nur durch 

die DFN-PKI möglich. Die Uplinks von den 

radsecproxys in der Einrichtung zu dem Fö-

derations-RadSec Client/Servern wurden 

durch DFN-PKI Client/Server Zertifikate 

etabliert. Bis Ende 2017 wurde die Anbin-

dung der eduroam Identity Provider über 

das RadSec Protokoll für die Einrichtungen 

im DFN verpflichtend. Seit dem 1. Januar 

2018 verfügt der DFN-Verein als eines von 

nur wenigen Forschungsnetzen weltweit 

über eine funktionierende RadSec Infra-

struktur in eduroam (siehe Abbildung 3).  M

Abbildung 2: schematischer Aufbau der eduroam Infrastruktur 2004

Abbildung 3: schematischer Aufbau der eduroam Infrastruktur 2008 bis 2018
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Source: DFN Mitteilungen Ausgabe 94, Dezember 2018, p. 13
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Source:

Remote Authentication Dial In User Service (RADIUS), RFC 2865 (updated by RFC 2868, 3575,
5080, 6929, 8044)

Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) Protocol Extensions, RFC 6929, 2013
(erster RFC 2058, 1997)

TLS benuzt Zertifikate. Was passiert, wenn eine Einrichtung ihr Serverzertifikat widerruft?
Jan-Frederik Rieckers (studentischer Mitarbeiter am Zentrum für Netze der Universität Bremen):
(Probleme beim) Widerruf von Zertifikaten für RADIUS-Server, 71. DFN-Betriebsstagung,
9’2019 (in German)

FAQ zu eduroam vom DFN (in German)
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https://www.dfn.de/fileadmin/3Beratung/Betriebstagungen/bt71/BT71_MobileIT_Zertifikatswiderruf_Rieckers.pdf
https://www.dfn.de/fileadmin/3Beratung/Betriebstagungen/bt71/BT71_MobileIT_Zertifikatswiderruf_Rieckers.pdf
https://www.dfn.de/fileadmin/3Beratung/Betriebstagungen/bt71/BT71_MobileIT_Zertifikatswiderruf_Rieckers.pdf
https://www.dfn.de/dienstleistungen/eduroam/faqroaming/


Topic List I hg

1 Wireless Communication: WLAN and WPA2 (IEEE
802.11 and IEEE 802.11i)

2 Wireless Communication: Bluetooth - The architecture
and protocol stack

3 Wireless Communication: Bluetooth - Security
4 Mobile Communication: 4G Broadband Cellular

Networks: Long Term Evolution (LTE) and the IMP4GT
attacks

5 Security aspects of 5G
6 Data over Sound - Übertragung per Ultraschall
7 (Secure) IPv6
8 Secure IPv6: The idsv6 Benchmark
9 Secure IPv6 with Hyhoneydv6
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Topic List II hg

10 C-Roads and C-ITS services (Infrastructure-to-Vehicle
Communication)

11 Tor for anonymous communication

12 RADIUS: The protocol behind Eduroam
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“Present to inform, not to impress; if you inform, you will impress.”
- Frederick P. Brooks, Jr.
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